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ABSTRACT

We re-examine behavioral patterns of intertemporal choice with recognition that time preferences may be inherently variable, focusing in particular on the explanatory power of an exponential discounting model with variable discount factors – the variable exponential model. We provide analytical results showing that this model can generate systematically different choice patterns from an exponential discounting model with a fixed discount factor. The variable exponential model accounts for the common behavioral pattern of decreasing impatience, which is typically attributed to hyperbolic discounting. The variable exponential model also generates violations of strong stochastic transitivity in choices involving intertemporal dominance. We present the results of two experiments designed to evaluate the variable exponential model in terms of quantitative fit to individual-level choice data. Data from these experiments reveal that allowing for a variable discount factor significantly improves the fit of the exponential model, and that a variable exponential model provides a better account of individual-level choice probabilities than hyperbolic discounting models. In a third experiment we find evidence of strong stochastic transitivity violations when intertemporal dominance is involved, in accordance with the variable exponential model. Overall, our analytical and experimental results indicate that exponential discounting can explain intertemporal choice behavior that was supposed to be beyond its descriptive scope if the discount factor is permitted to vary at random. Our results also highlight the importance of allowing for different sources of randomness in choice modeling.

1. Introduction

Intrinsic variability plays a central theoretical role in psychological research on high-level cognition. The assumption of variability, often in the form of random model parameters, not only explains inconsistencies in individuals' responses across multiple identical trials; when allowed to interact with attention, memory, and valuation, it is also capable of generating a systematic effect on behavior. In recent years, this type of variability has been shown to account for errors and response time patterns in perceptual and lexical choice (Brown & Heathcote, 2008; Ratcliff & Rouder, 1998), biases in probability judgment (Costello & Watts, 2014; Hilbert, 2012) and social judgment (Erev, Wallsten, & Budescu, 1994; Fiedler & Unkelbach, 2014), paradoxes in risky decision making (Bhatia & Loomes, 2017; Denrell, 2015), the appearance of inconsistent or intransitive preferences (Regenwetter, Dana, & Davis-Stober, 2011; Tsetsos et al., 2016) and contextual preference reversals (Howes, Warren, Farmer, El-Deredy, & Lewis, 2016). In many of these cases, variability added to a standard (baseline) model is enough, by itself, to provide a rich account of observed behavioral patterns, making additional –more complex– psychological assumptions about irrational biases in the judgment or decision process...
unnecessary.

In this paper we provide a formal characterization, theoretical analysis, and experimental test, of the role of preference variability in intertemporal tradeoffs, that is, choice between rewards occurring at different points in time. Many common choices involve intertemporal tradeoffs. For example, we may choose to receive occupational training (at the opportunity cost of earning money sooner) for a better-paid job in the future; we may buy a car now with a monthly instalment in the future; or we may exercise now for better health later. In intertemporal choice settings, exponential discounting is often considered to be the normative model, as it satisfies a set of highly compelling axiomatic restrictions on choice behavior (e.g. dynamic consistency, Koopmans, 1960). However, psychological research has documented violations of exponential discounting, such as decreasing impatience, the finding that discount factors appear to increase over time (Green, Fristoe, & Myerson, 1994; Kirby & Herrnstein, 1995; Thaler, 1981; see Read, McDonald, & He, 2018 for a recent review of the violations). For example, people may prefer to receive $10 now rather than $12 tomorrow, but also prefer to receive $12 in 366 days rather than $10 in 365 days. This choice behavior is typically seen as evidence in favor of alternative discounting models, such as those equipped with a hyperbolic or quasi-hyperbolic discount function (Laibson, 1997; Loewenstein & Prelec, 1992; Mazur, 1987; O’Donoghue & Rabin, 1999).

Here, we revisit the explanatory power of exponential discounting by considering different sources of variability in the decision process. Like many other decision models, exponential discounting is generally modeled alongside some stochasticity in response generation, with decision makers occasionally making mistakes in translating discounted utilities into choices (Blavatsky & Pogrebna, 2010; Luce, 1959; McFadden, 1974; Thurstone, 1959; Wilcox, 2008; see e.g. Blavatsky & Maafi, 2018; Peters, Miedl, & Büchel, 2012; Scholten, Read, & Sanborn, 2014 for applications in exponential discounting). However, there may also be some intrinsic variability in time preferences, that is in people’s desire to be patient or impatient (e.g. Lu & Saito, 2018; see Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1963; Gul & Pesendorfer, 2006; Loomes & Sugden, 1995; Regenwetter & Marley, 2001 for extensive discussion of preference variability in decision making). How can we formally incorporate this type of preference variability within an exponential discounting model? Can the resulting model accommodate choice patterns such as decreasing impatience, and does it generate novel predictions that distinguish it from discounting models without preference variability? Finally, can such a model provide an adequate quantitative account of individual behavior in intertemporal choice tasks?

We address these questions by proposing an exponential discounting model that allows for both stochasticity in response generation (in the form of a logit choice rule mapping discounted utilities to choice probabilities) and trial-to-trial variability in the discount factors that generate these utilities. We examine the properties of this variable exponential model with analytical derivations, simulations, and three experiments. Our analysis tests the descriptive validity of the variable exponential model and evaluates when it is and is not necessary to deviate from exponential discounting to describe behavioral patterns in intertemporal choice data. By performing these tests, we hope to obtain a deeper understanding of the effects of preference variability in intertemporal choice, complementing the rich existing theoretical literature on the intrinsic variability in cognition and behavior.

2. Temporal discounting

The simplest intertemporal choice task requires a decision maker to evaluate an option \( X = (x, t) \), offering a payoff \( x \) with a time delay \( t \). In line with most existing intertemporal choice research, our analysis focuses on monetary gains, although the same idea applies to the discounting of monetary losses and non-monetary goods. Discounting models of intertemporal choice assume that people choose the option that has the highest discounted utility, which weighs the payoff based on the magnitude of the time delay. Thus, for a discount function \( d(\cdot) \), the discounted utility of \( X = (x, t) \) is given by:

\[
U(X) = d(t) \cdot x
\]  

(1)

In a choice set consisting of many different choice options with payoffs at different time delays, the option with the highest discounted utility, according to Eq. (1), is the one that is chosen. When each option offers multiple payoffs (each with a different time delay), discounting models assume that the payoffs are individually discounted based on their time delay, and aggregated into a single utility measure.

Note that it is sometimes assumed that payoffs are transformed non-linearly according to a value function, prior to being discounted (Samuelson, 1937; Loewenstein & Prelec, 1992; see Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Regenwetter et al., 2018; Scholten et al., 2014 for concrete examples). The non-linear value function is particularly popular for modeling risky choice, where it generates risk aversion or risk seeking. However, a non-linear value function does not have a similar explanatory role in intertemporal choice (that is, it does not, by itself, explain any well-known intertemporal choice effect). For example, assuming \( v(x) = x^2 \) does not allow us to accommodate the magnitude effect in intertemporal choice (the finding that people are more patient for larger payoffs than for smaller payoffs) (Green, Myerson, & McFadden, 1997; Loewenstein & Prelec, 1992). Likewise, permitting nonlinearity in payoff valuation does not help explain the decreasing impatience effect (such an effect holds independently of any underlying value function). We assume a linear value function for simplicity.

2.1. Exponential discounting

Exponential discounting, initially introduced by Samuelson (1937), involves a parsimonious discount function. For a per-period discount factor \( \delta \), it assumes that the discounted weight on the payoff value is simply given by:

\[
d(t) = \delta^t
\]  

(2)
Here smaller values of $\delta$ correspond to increased discounting (that is, less patience), and generate smaller weights on later payoffs relative to sooner payoffs. It is assumed that $0 \leq \delta \leq 1$. The extreme case $\delta = 1$ corresponds to a complete absence of time preference. Without additional probabilistic specifications, the exponential discounting model predicts that people deterministically select the option with the highest discounted utility.

This one-parameter discount function is not only parsimonious; it also derives from a small set of simple axiomatic assumptions about intertemporal choice (Koopmans, 1960). For this reason, exponential discounting is sometimes considered to be the normative model of intertemporal choice, and is the most commonly used discounting model in intertemporal choice research, especially for applications in economics (see Frederick, Loewenstein, & O’Donoghue, 2002 for a discussion). Exponential discounting is also often used in cognitive models, particularly those involving reinforcement learning (e.g. Mnih et al., 2015).

2.2. Decreasing impatience

Exponential discounting, however, has shortcomings from a descriptive perspective. Notably it is unable to account for observed patterns of decreasing impatience for intertemporal choices. For a choice between $X = (x; t)$ and $Y = (y; t + k)$, a decision maker displays decreasing impatience if the choice switches from $X$ to $Y$ as $t$ increases (but $k$ is kept constant). Previous studies suggest that people tend to display decreasing impatience for intertemporal choice problems (e.g. Diamond & Köszegei, 2003; O’Donoghue & Rabin, 1999; Kirby & Maraković, 1995). Exponential discounting, however, predicts that changing the delay to the sooner payoff ($t$) without changing the difference in delays between the payoffs ($k$), should not influence the utility ranking of the two options (Green et al., 1994; Kirby & Herrnstein, 1995; Millar & Navarick, 1984; Solnick, Kannenberg, Eckerman, & Waller, 1980; also Ainslie & Herrnstein, 1981; Green, Fisher, Perlow, & Sherman, 1981 for evidence of similar violations in animals).

Consider, for example, two related choice problems: A proximal choice between options $X_p = ($5; 0 months) and $Y_p = ($10; 1 month) and a remote choice between options $X_r = ($5; 1 month) and $Y_r = ($10; 2 months). As both the payoffs and the difference in time delays are the same for the proximal and remote choices, exponential discounting with a fixed discount factor $\delta$ predicts that participants should either select the sooner payoff in both choices or the later payoff in both choices. However, participants may select the sooner payoff in the proximal choice, but the later payoff in the remote choice, which is an example of decreasing impatience.

2.3. Hyperbolic discounting

In response to such violations of a fundamental implication of exponential discounting, researchers have suggested that the shape of the discount function is not exponential but hyperbolic. The conventional hyperbolic discounting model has one free parameter, $\alpha \geq 0$ (Mazur, 1987), so that the discount function is:

$$d(t) = \frac{1}{1 + \alpha t}$$ (3)

This model retains the parsimony of the one parameter exponential discounting model, while also being able to accommodate findings of decreasing impatience. Specifically, the shape of the hyperbolic discount function is such that changing the delay to the sooner payoff without changing the difference in delays between the payoffs can alter the utility ranking within pairs of options. However, some researchers have found that this one-parameter model over-predicts decreasing impatience (i.e. is “too hyperbolic”) and is thus unable to provide an adequate account of intertemporal choice behaviors observed in the laboratory (see e.g. Luhmann, 2013; Read & Roelofsma, 2003).

Two generalized hyperbolic discounting models allow for more flexibility in the hyperbolic discount function by incorporating additional parameters. One was initially proposed by Mazur (1987). It takes the hyperbolic discounting model in Eq. (3) as the base model and applies a non-linear time perception function by raising the delay $t$ to a power $r \geq 0$ (Stevens, 1957; see Han & Takahashi, 2012; Takahashi, Oono, & Radford, 2008; Zauberman, Kim, Malkoc, & Bettman, 2009 for evidence of non-linear subjective perception of time), so that the discount function becomes:

$$d(t) = \frac{1}{1 + \alpha t^r}$$ (4)

The other generalized hyperbolic discounting model was proposed by Loewenstein and Prelec (1992). Instead of raising $t$ to a power, this model raises the whole denominator to a power $\beta/\alpha$, with $\beta \geq 0$. Thus, the discount function becomes:

$$d(t) = \frac{1}{(1 + \alpha t)^{\beta/\alpha}}$$ (5)

With the additional parameters, the two generalized hyperbolic discounting models are able to modulate the extent of hyperbolic discounting. This allows them to predict decreasing impatience more accurately than the one-parameter model. Both generalized models reduce to the one parameter model as a special case (when $r = 1$ or when $\beta = \alpha$ respectively). Additionally, the Loewenstein and Prelec (1992) generalized hyperbolic discounting model reduces to exponential discounting when $\alpha$ approaches 0. Note that Loewenstein and Prelec’s hyperbolic model can also be viewed as an exponential discounting model with non-linear time perception (Takahashi, 2005). To illustrate, let $\beta = -\log(\delta) \geq 0$ and assume that subjective perception of time follows a decreasingly elastic function $w(t) = \frac{1}{\pi}\log(1 + \alpha t)$, then the exponential model with subjective perception of time becomes
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Another popular member in the hyperbolic discounting family is the quasi-hyperbolic discounting model (Laibson, 1997; Phelps & Pollak, 1968):

\[
d(t) = \begin{cases} 
\delta^t = 1, & \text{when } t = 0 \\
\beta \delta^t, & \text{when } t > 0 
\end{cases}
\]

This model does not follow the conventional hyperbolic discounting model in Eq. (3). Instead, it is a direct generalization of the exponential discounting model, with a present bias parameter \( \beta \), with \( 0 \leq \beta \leq 1 \). When an outcome is delayed, the discount function is \( d(t) = \beta \delta^t \). In contrast, the discount weight for an immediately available outcome is \( d(0) = \delta^0 = 1 \). The quasi-hyperbolic discounting model is able to predict decreasing impatience when one of the options involves an immediate payoff, but behaves like the exponential model when evaluating non-immediate payoffs. Additionally, the quasi-hyperbolic discounting model reduces to exponential discounting when \( \beta = 1 \).

3. Probabilistic specifications

One critical issue with any discounted utility model, regardless of whether the discounting is exponential or hyperbolic, is its inability to account for apparent randomness in human choice behavior. Discounted utility models assume that decision makers deterministically select the choice option with the highest discounted utility. However, decision makers sometimes make different choices even when presented with identical choice options (see Luce & Suppes, 1965, for an early discussion; Rieskamp, Busemeyer, & Mallers, 2006, provide a more recent review of key issues). In order to use discounting models to describe stochastic choice data, these models need to be recast in probabilistic terms.

3.1. Stochastic choice

The typical approach to applying discounted utility models to stochastic choice data is to assume that there is some stochasticity in translating utilities into choice – that is, some stochasticity in response generation. This is most frequently modeled with a logit specification (McFadden, 1974; also see Luce, 1959; Thurstone, 1959 for related techniques). For options \( X \) and \( Y \), the probability of selecting \( X \) over \( Y \) is given by:

\[
p[X; Y] = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\theta(U(X) - U(Y))]} 
\]

(7)

Here \( \theta \geq 0 \) is a parameter that determines the responsiveness of choice to utility differences. Smaller values of \( \theta \) correspond to noisier choices. As \( \theta \to \infty \) we obtain deterministic choices of the option with the highest utility. The utility function \( U(\cdot) \) could be defined by either the exponential or the hyperbolic models. Intertemporal choice models defined as in Eq. (7) are a special case of the standard logit model that is widely used in economic analysis (Cheremukhin, Popova, & Tutino, 2015; Swait & Marley, 2013).

3.2. Preference variability

There is also, however, another potential source of randomness in choice: preference variability. The parameters of utility-based models often provide a formal representation of decision makers’ preferences. These preferences may not be constant over the time course of an experiment; that is, they may themselves fluctuate in a random manner (Becker et al., 1963; Loomes & Sugden, 1995; Gul & Pesendorfer, 2006; Loomes, 2005; Loomes, Moffatt, & Sugden, 2002; Regenwetter & Marley, 2001; Regenwetter et al., 2011). Within an exponential discounting model, this type of variability would correspond to a distribution of discount factors described by a probability density function \( f(\delta) \). The discount factor \( \delta \) varies from trial to trial, according to \( f(\cdot) \), causing the discounted utilities to vary from trial to trial. In a given trial, the option with the higher utility contingent on the sampled \( \delta \) would be chosen. In a choice between options \( X \) and \( Y \), the probability of choosing \( X \) is given by:

\[
p[X; Y] = \int g(X; Y|\delta)f(\delta)d\delta 
\]

with

\[
g(X; Y|\delta) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } U(X) > U(Y) \\
0.5 & \text{if } U(X) = U(Y) \\
0 & \text{if } U(Y) < U(Y) 
\end{cases}
\]

(8)

where \( f(\delta) = 0 \) when \( \delta \notin [0, 1] \). Here, \( g(X; Y|\delta) \) is a deterministic choice function (generating probabilistic random choices only when the two utilities are equal), and \( U(\cdot) \) is the discounted utility function defined in Eq. (1) with the exponential discount function \( d(t) = \delta^t \) as in Eq. (2).

3.3. Combined specification

Of course both preference variability and stochastic choice can influence intertemporal choice simultaneously. In this setting we would have both variability in discounting parameters for generating utilities and stochasticity in translating utilities into choice.
Choice probabilities with the variable exponential model can be obtained by integrating $p[X; Y]$ as defined in Eq. (7), over the range of feasible values of $\delta$, weighted by their respective probabilities. Thus, in a choice between option $X$ and option $Y$, the probability of choosing $X$ would be given by:

$$p[X; Y] = \int g(X, Y|\delta) f(\delta) d\delta$$

with

$$g(X, Y|\delta) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\delta(U(X) - U(Y))]},$$

(Eq. (9))

Note that the variable exponential model as defined in Eq. (9) is a mixed logit model for intertemporal choice (and therefore also a random utility model), as it embeds both stochastic choice in the form of a logit choice function and stochastic “tastes” of impatience in the form of variable discount factors $\delta$ (McFadden & Train, 2000).

In our model fits, we will constrain the variable exponential model by assuming that $f(\delta)$ is symmetrically uniformly distributed around $E[\delta] = \delta$ with a radius of $\eta \geq 0$, i.e., $\delta \sim \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta]$, where $0 \leq \delta - \eta \leq \delta + \eta \leq 1$. With this specification $\eta = 0$ generates an exponential model with only stochastic choice (Eq. (7)), whereas $\theta \rightarrow \infty$ approximates an exponential model with only preference variability (Eq. (8)). Our analytical results in Section 4 do not require any particular specification of the distribution of discount factors $f(\delta)$.

Note that we do not permit variability in $\theta$ (as considered in Golman (2012)), which would entail variability in the stochastic response generation process, or consider alternative functional forms for the stochastic choice rule $g(\cdot)$. We adopt this logit choice rule specification simply because it is convenient to work with. While parameter variation in the stochastic choice rule (along with some motivation for its functional form) would be cognitively reasonable, we cannot anticipate resultant qualitative changes in choice behavior that would warrant this complication of the model. Allowing for variation in one’s time preferences, on the other hand, does yield interesting qualitative behavioral predictions, as we show in Section 4.

3.4. Related approaches

Stochastic choice and preference variability have been individually applied to model choice behavior in many previous papers (e.g., Luce, 1959; McFadden, 1974; Thurstone, 1959 for applications of stochastic choice; Becker et al., 1963; Loomes & Sugden, 1995; Regenwetter & Marley, 2001 for applications of preference variability). The combination of them has, however, only been studied recently. For example, Regenwetter and Robinson (2017), Regenwetter et al. (2018) have examined risky and intertemporal choices in models that permit both stochastic choice and preference variability (in fact, the variable exponential model in Eq. (9) can be seen as a special case of Regenwetter et al. (2018) general intertemporal choice model with “probabilistic preferences compounded with probabilistic response”). Their work suggests that this type of randomness could substantially change the interpretation of experimental data in decision making. In intertemporal choice, their analysis shows that apparent violations of transitivity can be explained by transitive models if both stochastic choice and preference variability are permitted.

In the domain of risky choice, Bhatia and Loomes (2017) apply both stochastic choice and preference variability within an expected utility theory framework, and show that the resulting model can predict many risky choice phenomena, such as choice patterns commonly seen to support Prospect Theory (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992) accounts of risk taking. Expected utility theory is typically considered to be a rational or normative model (Von Neumann & Morgenstern, 1947), and the results of Bhatia and Loomes indicate that such a model, when equipped with stochastic choice and preference variability, is perfectly capable of generating seemingly irrational patterns of choice behavior observed in risky decision making research. Our specification of an exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice and preference variability can be seen as modifying the approach proposed by Bhatia and Loomes (2017) for the intertemporal choice domain.

4. Properties

4.1. Modal choice patterns

Let us begin by examining modal choice patterns generated by the variable exponential model. In a binary choice setting, the modal choice is the option that is chosen with the higher choice probability (i.e., choice probability greater than 0.5). The exponential discounting model with stochastic choice but no preference variability (Eq. (7)) necessarily chooses the most desirable option—that is, the one with the highest discounted utility— with higher probability whenever $\theta > 0$ (when $\theta = 0$ both options are chosen with equal probability). This is an immediate consequence of the manner in which utility differences enter the logit function: Desirable options always have larger utilities, leading to choice probabilities greater than 0.5. Of course, as choice is not completely deterministic, undesirable options can be selected from time to time. Mistakes of this form happen in inverse proportion to the utility differences between the available options.

We also obtain a similar result for an exponential discounting model with only preference variability (Eq. (8)). Trial-to-trial variability in $\delta$ alters decision makers’ utilities when they are exposed to the same decision problems repeatedly, thus leading to randomness in choice. However, when $\delta$ is distributed symmetrically around $E[\delta]$, the option that is favored by $E[\delta]$ in the simple binary choices examined in this paper, is the one that is chosen more than 50% of the time. The rationale is straightforward. If, for a given value of $E[\delta]$ between 0 and 1, the decision maker prefers $X = (x; t)$ over $Y = (y; t + k)$, then the decision maker also prefers $X$ over $Y$ for all $0 < \delta < E[\delta]$. Given that utility differences are continuous in $\delta$, there is furthermore, some value of
1 > \bar{\delta} > E[\delta] \text{ for which } X \text{ is also preferred over } Y. \text{ As } \bar{\delta} \text{ is distributed symmetrically around } E[\delta], \text{ this implies that the eventual probability of choosing } X \text{ over } Y \text{ is greater than 50%}.

The modal choice probabilities generated by an exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice and preference variability (Eq. (9)) can, however, deviate from the predictions of the corresponding deterministic exponential model with discount factor of \( E[\delta] \) (and thus also deviate from the predictions of the associated stochastic-choice-only and preference-variability-only models). Consider the proximal and remote choices in Section 2.2. If we only allow for stochastic choice, the modal choice for both choice problems is \( X \) when \( \delta < 0.5 \) and \( Y \) when \( \delta > 0.5 \) (see the solid and dashed lines in Fig. 1a). However if we allow for both stochastic choice (\( \theta = 1 \)) and preference variability (\( \eta = 0.25 \)), the modal choice for the remote choice problem is \( Y \), rather than \( X \), when \( 0.46 < \bar{\delta} < 0.5 \) (see the dashed line in Fig. 1b) (note that the assumption of preference variability does not change the modal choice for the proximal choice problem (see the solid lines in Fig. 1a and b)). The reason for this is that the utility difference between \( X \) and \( Y \), \( U(X) - U(Y) \), is non-linear in \( \delta \). This means that variability in \( \delta \) distorts the expected differences in utility between the two options, so that the expectation of the utility difference between \( X \) and \( Y \), \( E[U(X) - U(Y)] \), is not the same as the utility difference of these options, \( U(X) - U(Y) \) for \( E[\delta] \). When preference variability is applied by itself (as in Eq. (8)), this distortion does not alter modal choice, as the choice rule is based only on whether \( U(X) > U(Y) \) or \( U(X) < U(Y) \) and not on the magnitude of \( U(X) - U(Y) \). However, when these utility differences are combined with stochastic choice (as in Eq. (9)) the distorted utility differences lead to distorted choice probabilities. Note that this can happen even if the distribution of \( \delta \) is symmetric around \( E[\delta] \).

The effect of such distortion on choice probability is formalized in Proposition 1. Proposition 1 shows that for any underlying exponential discounting model, with non-degenerate stochastic choice, there exists some choice pair, and some amount of symmetric preference variability, so that the modal choice in the presence of preference variability deviates from the modal choice in the absence of preference variability (i.e. the choice made by the corresponding deterministic exponential discounting model, as well as the associated stochastic-choice-only and preference-variability-only models).

**Proposition 1.** For any \( \bar{\delta} \in (0, 1) \) and \( \theta > 0 \) in the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)), there exists choice pair \((X, Y)\), with \( X = (x, t) \) and \( Y = (y, t + k) \), where \( 0 < x < y \), \( t \geq 0 \) and \( k > 1 \), such that

1. \( p[X; Y] > 50\% \) if \( f(\delta) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \delta = \bar{\delta} \text{ (i.e. in the absence of preference variability),} \\ 0, & \text{if } \delta \neq \bar{\delta} \end{cases} \)
2. \( p[X; Y] < 50\% \) if \( f(\delta) \) is non-degenerate and symmetric around \( \bar{\delta} \) (i.e. in the presence of preference variability).

**Proof.** See Appendix A.

The primary consequence of Proposition 1 is that regardless of the underlying exponential discounting model, as long as there is stochastic choice, there is also guaranteed to be some choice pair for which the modal choice in the absence of preference variability diverges from the modal choice in the presence of preference variability. It is impossible to find such a choice pair without having stochastic choice. Proposition 1 also shows that the combination of preference variability and stochastic choice can make a person appear to be more patient than his or her expected discount factor would suggest.

### 4.2. Decreasing impatience

One implication of this result is that modal choice patterns that appear to contradict exponential discounting may in fact be compatible with an exponential discounting model that has both preference variability and stochastic choice. This is the case for
choice patterns corresponding to decreasing impatience. As an illustration of this, consider again the proximal and remote choices in the decreasing impatience example in Section 2.2. If we only allowed for stochastic choice, and set $\theta = 1$ in Eq. (7), we would obtain $p[X_{P}; Y_P] > 0.5$ in the proximal choice and $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ in the remote choice for all values of $\delta < 0.5$, and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ in the proximal choice and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ in the remote choice for all values of $\delta > 0.5$. This is shown in Fig. 1a.

Now consider adding preference variability to this formulation, with $\delta - \text{Uniform}[\delta - 0.25, \delta + 0.25]$. Note that $\text{E}[\delta] = \bar{\delta}$. In this setting, we find that $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ in the proximal choice and $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ in the remote choice for $\delta < 0.46$, and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ in the proximal choice and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ in the remote choice for $\delta > 0.50$. However, for $\delta$ in the range (0.46, 0.50) we obtain both $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$, consistent with the finding of decreasing impatience. This is shown in Fig. 1b.

In Fig. 1 we show an example of decreasing impatience with a single pair of choice problems and a pre-specified set of parameters. Do the patterns observed in Fig. 1 hold more generally? In order to test this, we conducted a computational analysis using parameter space partitioning (Pitt, Kim, Navarro, & Myung, 2006). This analysis implemented an exhaustive search through both the space of free parameters and the space of stimuli to test whether the variable exponential model generally displays decreasing impatience over time (see Appendix B for implementation details). The stimuli used in this test involved pairs of choice problems. One was a choice between a sooner payoff $X_P = (x; t)$ and a later payoff $Y_R = (y; s)$ and the other was a choice between a sooner payoff $X_R = (x; t + l)$ and a later payoff $Y_R = (y; s + l)$, where $y > x > 0$, $s > t > 0$ and $l > 0$. A pattern of $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ and $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ would indicate decreasing impatience, whereas a pattern of $p[X_R; Y_R] < 0.5$ and $p[X_R; Y_R] > 0.5$ would indicate increasing impatience. If the modal choices in the two choice problems are the same, the test does not provide strong evidence of either decreasing or increasing impatience. The computational analysis shows that the variable exponential model displayed decreasing impatience in 0.73% of the tests. Further partitioning of the parameter space indicates that the decreasing-impatience predictions were spread all over the parameter space (see Fig. A1 in Appendix B). In contrast, the model never displayed increasing impatience. This suggests that the variable exponential model is able to accommodate decreasing impatience, but it is rare, if not impossible, for it to accommodate the reverse.

Note the vast majority of space yielded inconclusive patterns: i.e. consistent modal choices for the two choice problems in each pair. This is due to the fact that our search involved a high-dimensional space of parameters and stimuli, most of which yield strong preferences for either the sooner or the later option (regardless of the time delay to the sooner option).

4.3. Dominance

An option is said to dominate another option if the former is better than the latter along at least one dimension and is at least as good as the latter along all other dimensions involved. In the context of intertemporal choice, a larger, sooner option dominates a smaller, later option. Stochastic choice, as conventionally applied to exponential discounting or other utility models (i.e., in the absence of preference variability), overlooks the structure of dominance in the choice set and thus over-predicts dominance violations. To illustrate, let us consider a choice between option $X = ($10; 0 months) and option $Y = ($15; 1 month) (non-dominance choice), as well as another choice between option $X$ and option $X_D = ($7.5; 0 months) (dominance choice). For a decision maker with $\delta = 0.5$ per month, we have $U(X) - U(Y) = U(Y) - U(X_D) = 2.50$. As the difference in utilities is the same between $X$ and $Y$ and between $X$ and $X_D$, an exponential choice model with only stochastic choice (as in Eq. (7)) would predict the same choice probability of $X$ in both cases. In other words, the decision maker would be equally likely to make a mistake and select the less desirable option in the non-dominance choice as in the dominance choice. In reality, decision makers can detect dominance. Although they do occasionally choose dominated options, the likelihood of doing so is much lower than that typically predicted by models equipped with only stochastic choice. This has been established in risky choice (e.g. Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993; Diederich & Busemeyer, 1999; Loomes & Sugden, 1998), and, in our experiments below, we find that this also holds in intertemporal choice.

A combination of stochastic choice and preference variability, on the other hand, makes more reasonable predictions of intertemporal dominance violations. In order to provide an adequate account of choices involving intertemporal dominance, a model could include preference variability along with just a small amount of stochastic choice. For example, if we allow for $\theta = 1$, as well as $\delta - \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta]$, with $\delta = 0.5$ and $\eta = 0.25$, we obtain $p[X; Y] = 80.0\%$ in the non-dominance choice, but $p[X; X_D] = 92.4\%$ in the dominance choice. Thus even though the difference in utilities between $X$ and $Y$ and between $X$ and $X_D$ is the same under $E[\delta] = \bar{\delta}$, the probability of choosing $X$ is higher when it dominates its competitor.

The intuition for this choice pattern is straightforward: Stochastic choice generates mistakes based on the utility differences between options, implying that dominance is violated too frequently when stochastic choice is applied by itself, although its predicted dominance violation rates will not exceed 0.5. Preference variability, in contrast, never violates dominance: The utility for the dominating option is always greater than that for the dominated option, regardless of the underlying value of $\delta$, leading to a choice probability of zero for the dominated option in the absence of stochastic choice. The combination of stochastic choice and preference variability results in a prediction in between these two extreme predictions. Thus, in a model with both stochastic choice and preference variability, it is possible to choose a dominated option, but the probability of this is smaller than the probability of choosing an equally desirable non-dominated option.

We can see this in more detail in Fig. 2a and b, which contrast the probabilities of $X$ being chosen in the non-dominance and dominance choices respectively, given the variable exponential model with $\delta = 0.5$ fixed but different levels of choice stochasticity ($\theta$) and preference variability ($\eta$). The predicted probability of $X$ being chosen is much higher in the dominance choice than in the non-dominance choice for larger values of $\eta$, that is, whenever there is sufficient preference variability. Additionally, increasing choice stochasticity (by reducing $\theta$) decreases the probability of $X$, the more desirable option, being selected in both the dominance and non-dominance choices. In contrast, increasing preference variability (by increasing $\eta$) only has this effect in the non-dominance
In Proposition 2 we formalize the implications of stochastic choice and preference variability for intertemporal dominance. Proposition 2 shows that for any exponential discounting model and any set of choice options involving dominance, there exist stochastic choice and preference variability parameters for which the probability of selecting a dominated option is less than the probability of selecting an equally less desirable option in the absence of dominance. Proposition 2 also establishes that it is impossible to violate dominance without at least some stochastic choice.

**Proposition 2.** Consider choice options \( X = (x; t) \) and \( X_D = (x_D; t_D) \) with at least one of these inequalities strict, but either \( x < y \) or \( t > s \) (not both), and suppose that in a choice between \( X \) and \( Y \), we have \( p[X; X_D] = p[Y; X] = 0.5 \).

1. If the distribution \( f(\delta) \) in the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)) is degenerate (i.e., in the absence of preference variability), then in distinct binary choices, \( p[X; X_D] = p[X; Y] \).
2. If the distribution \( f(\delta) \) has full support on \([0, 1]\), then
   \[
   \lim_{\delta \to 0} p[X; X_D] = 0, \quad \lim_{\delta \to 0} p[Y; X] > 0,
   \]
   i.e., for large enough \( \delta \), we have \( p[Y; X] > p[X; X_D] \).

**Proof.** See Appendix A.

### 4.4. Strong stochastic transitivity

Although it does seem reasonable for decision makers to be able to detect and avoid dominance violations more frequently than they are able to reject non-dominated choices with similar desirability, such choice tendencies violate a key decision theoretic axiom: Strong Stochastic Transitivity (SST). SST states that for any options \( A, B \), and \( C \), if \( p[A; B] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[B; C] \geq 0.5 \), then we must have \( p[A; C] \geq \max\{p[A; B], p[B; C]\} \). SST violations are likely when dominance is involved. The intuition is as follows: Because dominance violations are relatively unlikely, we obtain \( p[X; X_D] > p[X; Y] \) when \( X_D \) and \( Y \) equally attractive in pairwise choice. When it is the case that \( p[X_D; Y] = 0.5 \), we can usually obtain:

\[
p[X; Y] < \max\{p[X; X_D], p[X_D; Y]\} = p[X; X_D]
\]

Note that \( p[X_D; Y] = 0.5 \) is not a necessary condition for Eq. (10) to hold. For choice options \( Y' \) that are slightly worse than \( Y \), we would have \( p[X_D; Y'] = 0.5 \), but we would still find \( p[X; Y'] < p[X; X_D] \) because choice probabilities depend continuously on an option’s payoff and time delay. We construct SST violations with choice options satisfying \( p[X_D; Y] = 0.5 \) simply for expository convenience.

In Proposition 3 we show that such violations are guaranteed in the variable exponential model with any amount of positive symmetric preference variability; that is, for any such model, it is possible to find choice options \( X, X_D \) and \( Y \) such that SST is violated. Note that models with only stochastic choice, in the manner formalized in Eq. (7), can never violate strong stochastic transitivity (Blavatskyy, 2014; Luce & Suppes, 1965; see Loomes & Sugden, 1998; Marley & Regenwetter, 2017, chap. 7 for an extensive discussion in the context of risky choice).

---

**Fig. 2.** The probability of \( X \) being chosen (with darker shades indicating higher probabilities) as a function of preference variability (\( \eta \)) and stochastic choice (\( \theta \)) when (a) the alternative option \( Y \) is not dominated by \( X \) and (b) the alternative option \( X_D \) is dominated by \( X \).
Proposition 3. Given any non-degenerate distribution \( f(\xi) \) and \( \theta > 0 \) in the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)), there exist options \( X = (x; t), X_0 = (x_0; t) \) (where \( x_0 < x \)), and \( Y = (y; s) \) (where \( y > x \) and \( s > t \)) such that:

1. \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_0] \geq 0.5 \), but \( p[Y; X_0] < \max(p[Y; X], p[X; X_0]) \) or
2. \( p[X; X_0] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X_0; Y] \geq 0.5 \), but \( p[X; Y] < \max(p[X; X_0], p[X_0; Y]) \).

Proof. See Appendix A.

4.5. Summary and discussion

In this section we have outlined the properties of an exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice and preference variability. The combination of the two forms of randomness can distort choice probabilities, and lead to different modal choices than the corresponding deterministic exponential discounting model associated stochastic-choice-only or preference-variability-only models. This allows the exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice and preference variability to explain patterns of decreasing impatience, which are typically attributed to hyperbolic discounting. The model studied in this section also makes reasonable predictions in choices involving dominated options (which correspond to violations of strong stochastic transitivity). The results of our analysis suggest that it may not be necessary to assume complex forms of intertemporal discounting if we permit variability in the discount factors that characterize preferences in an exponential discounting model.

5. Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the quantitative fit of the proposed model. For this purpose, we analyze the results of two experiments, contrasting an exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice (in the form of a logit choice function) and preference variability (in the form of uniformly distributed discount factors), with various hyperbolic models and the exponential model equipped with only stochastic choice. We also evaluate the fit of a quasi-hyperbolic model equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability, which we call the variable quasi-hyperbolic model.

The results of our tests will show whether an exponential discounting model with variable discount factors is able to provide a reasonably good account of data, and how well it performs against other alternatives to the standard exponential discounting model. These experiments will also examine dominance choices. This will help us further evaluate the unique properties of variable discount factors in an exponential discounting model of intertemporal choice.

5.1. Experiments 1 and 2

5.1.1. Methods and materials

A total of 89 undergraduate students from a university in the United States participated in the first two experiments: 44 participants (31 female; aged 20.26 ± 1.25) in Experiment 1 and 45 participants (25 female; aged 19.84 ± 1.49) in Experiment 2.

Experiment 1 involved hypothetical binary choices between an option \( X = (x; t) \) offering a payoff of \( x \) after a time delay \( t \), and an option \( Y = (y; t + k) \) offering a payoff of \( y \) after a time delay \( t + k \). We set \( x = $100 \) in all trials and chose \( t \) from the set \{0 months (immediately), 3 months, 6 months, 9 months\} and \( k \) from the set \{3 months, 6 months, 9 months\}. We kept the length of the intervals between the delayed payoffs systematically varied to control for subadditive discounting, a well-known phenomenon that people tend to discount more steeply over short intervals than over long intervals (Kinari, Ohtake, & Tsutsui, 2009; McAlvanah, 2010; Read & Roelofsma, 2003; Read, 2001). Read (2001) has argued that much of the early evidence for decreasing impatience (and thus hyperbolic discounting models) was confounded with subadditive discounting, \( y \) was determined by applying an annual interest rate from the set \{-50%, 50%, 100%, 500%, 1000%\} to the corresponding time delays. This generated a total of 60 unique choice pairs. The relatively large size of the stimulus set also entailed highly powered tests of decreasing impatience, relative to some earlier studies that involved just one or very few choice pairs. Note that the use of a negative interest rate implied that 12 of these choice pairs involved a dominated option (offering a smaller reward with a larger time delay than its competitor).

As shown below, Experiment 1 involved fairly high choice probabilities for the delayed option \( Y \) (in non-dominance choices). Although this should not alter our key conclusions, we wished to replicate our tests with stimuli generating roughly equivalent choice probabilities for \( X \) and \( Y \). Thus we ran a second experiment, with stimuli generated using the methods above, but with annual interest rates in the set \{-25%, 25%, 75%, 125%, 175%\}. By using smaller interest rates we obtained smaller values of \( y \) for corresponding values of \( t \) and \( k \), leading to higher choice proportions for \( X \). Again the use of a negative interest rate implied that 12 of the 60 choice pairs involved a dominated option. The details of the choice tasks in both experiments can be found in Appendix C.

Both experiments were run in group sessions with eight or nine participants per session. Participants were individually seated in a cubicle, and performed the experiments on a computer. Prior to the start of the experiments, participants were asked to complete five practice trials to familiarize themselves with the computer interface. They then completed 240 trials, consisting of four repetitions of each of the 60 unique choice pairs in the experiment. The placement of options \( X \) and \( Y \) (left or right) was counterbalanced, and the ordering of the trials was randomized. Participants indicated their choices through keyboard presses.

We excluded data from five participants in Experiment 1 and three participants in Experiment 2 because they chose either \( X \) or \( Y \) in all the non-dominance choices. This left 39 participants in Experiment 1 and 42 participants in Experiment 2 for our analysis.
5.1.2. Models

The main goal of the two experiments was to test whether the variable exponential model with both stochastic choice and preference variability is able to provide a good quantitative account of choice data. For this purpose, we fit the core exponential discounting model embedded in a logit choice rule for stochastic choice, with a variable discount factor \( \delta \sim \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta] \) with \( 0 \leq \delta - \eta \leq \delta + \eta \leq 1 \) (Eq. (9)). This model involves three free parameters: \( \delta, \eta \) and \( \theta \).

We also wished to contrast the variable exponential model with the various hyperbolic models proposed in prior work. We considered the one parameter hyperbolic discounting model (Eqs. (1) and (3)) proposed by Mazur (1987), which we refer to as Mazur-1 hyperbolic, as well as the two-parameter hyperbolic model (Eqs. (1) and (4)) proposed by Mazur (1987), which we refer to as Mazur-2 hyperbolic. We also used the two-parameter generalized hyperbolic discounting model (Eqs. (1) and (5)) proposed by Loewenstein and Prelec (1992), which we refer to as the LP hyperbolic. Finally, we considered the quasi-hyperbolic model (Eqs. (1) and (6)) proposed by Laibson (1997). All hyperbolic discounting models were embedded within the logit choice function (Eq. (7)) to allow for stochastic choice. In this specification, the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model has two free parameters (\( \alpha \) and \( \theta \)), the Mazur-2 hyperbolic model has three free parameters (\( \alpha, \tau \) and \( \theta \)), the LP hyperbolic model has three free parameters (\( \alpha, \beta \) and \( \theta \)), and the quasi-hyperbolic model also has three free parameters (\( \beta, \delta \) and \( \theta \)).

We added another two models to the model comparison tournaments to test whether the variable exponential model can adequately accommodate intertemporal choice data. One was the standard exponential model with only stochastic choice. This model was simply the exponential discount function (Eqs. (1) and (2)) embedded in the logit choice rule (Eq. (7)). This model has two free parameters (\( \delta \) and \( \theta \)). As the variable exponential model nested the standard exponential model as a special case, the comparison between the two would tell whether the additional preference variability in the variable exponential model paid off given its cost in model parsimony. The other was the variable quasi-hyperbolic model. As is obvious from its name, this model is the quasi-hyperbolic model equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability, with a variable discount factor \( \delta \sim \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta] \) (0 \leq \delta - \eta \leq \delta + \eta \leq 1) and a variable present bias \( \beta \sim \text{Uniform}[\beta - \eta, \beta + \eta] \) (0 \leq \beta - \eta \leq \beta + \eta \leq 1). It has five free parameters (\( \beta, \delta, \tau, \eta \) and \( \theta \)), where 0 \leq \beta - \eta \leq \beta + \eta \leq 1 and 0 \leq \delta - \eta \leq \delta + \eta \leq 1). This model nests the variable exponential model as a special case and has additional present-biased specifications in \( \beta \) (as is governed by \( \beta \) and \( \eta \)). Thus the comparison between the variable exponential and the variable quasi-hyperbolic models tests whether the variable exponential model can adequately accommodate the decreasing impatience effect in the data without additional present-biased specifications.

5.1.3. Bayesian model estimation and comparisons

Model fitting requires likelihood functions from the models. Although there are simple analytical representations for the likelihood functions of discounting models with just stochastic choice, we needed to computationally approximate the likelihood function for the variable exponential and the variable quasi-hyperbolic models. To this end, we used computational simulation. For each set of candidate values of \( \delta \) and \( \eta \) in the variable exponential model, we selected 1000 evenly-spaced discount factors between \( \delta - \eta \) and \( \delta + \eta \) and calculated the probability of \( Y \) being chosen for each of these discount factors. The average of these estimates yielded the probability of \( Y \) being chosen given a variable discount factor \( \delta \sim \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta] \). Likewise, for the variable quasi-hyperbolic, we selected 1000 evenly-spaced discount factors between \( \delta - \eta \) and \( \delta + \eta \) and 1000 evenly-spaced present biases between \( \beta - \eta \) and \( \beta + \eta \). We then randomly paired the discount factors and the present biases and estimated the probability of \( Y \) being chosen for each of the 1000 pairs. The average of these estimates yielded the probability of \( Y \) being chosen.

We used the Bayesian approach for model estimation and comparisons. The Bayesian approach allowed us to make a coherent statement about the direction and magnitude of evidence for each model from each individual participant while model complexity is automatically penalized (Gelman et al., 2014; Kruschke, 2015). We used maximum a posteriori (MAP) for parameter estimation. MAP is a Bayesian equivalent to the frequentist maximum likelihood estimate (MLE). It refers to the parameters that obtain the highest posterior probability (i.e. considering both the prior probability and the likelihood value) over the parameter space for a given model. Note that the parameter posterior probability for a given model is different from the model posterior probability in model comparisons, which we will introduce shortly below.

To compare multiple models simultaneously, we used the marginal likelihood, \( p(D | M) = \int p(D | M, \Theta) p(\Theta | M) d\Theta \), where \( \Theta \) is the free parameters for a model, as the model selection criterion. With marginal likelihoods, the Bayes factor (BF) between two models can be directly estimated as \( BF_{12} = \frac{p(D | \text{Model}_1)}{p(D | \text{Model}_2)} \). Assuming equal prior probabilities for all models, we can also calculate model posterior probability as \( p(M) = \frac{p(M | D)}{\sum_{i=1}^{N} p(M_i | D)} \), where \( N \) is the total number of models involved. We applied the simple Monte Carlo approximation to estimate the marginal likelihoods (see e.g. Scholten, Read, & Sanborn, 2016). The simple Monte Carlo approach can obtain stable and accurate approximation when the posterior distributions of the parameters are not too much narrower than the prior distributions. This is often the case when models are fitted to individual choice data, where the evidence from data would not be overwhelmingly strong and thus the posterior distributions would not be too narrow. Compared with the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approximation of Bayesian analysis, the simple Monte Carlo approximation is much less computationally intense.

The simple Monte Carlo approximation of marginal likelihoods consisted of three key steps. First, one million samples of parameters were drawn from the prior distribution of parameters. Specifically, for parameters that are bounded between 0 and 1, we used a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 as the prior distribution. For parameters that are nonnegative but have no upper bound, we used an exponential distribution with the probability density function \( p(x; \lambda) = \lambda e^{-\lambda x} \), where \( \lambda = 1 \). Second, we calculated the likelihood of data for each of the one million samples of parameters, obtaining one million likelihood values. Third, the one million likelihood values were averaged as the marginal likelihood of the data for the given model. To further ensure that the approximation
was stable and accurate, we ran the approximation twice for each model and each participant. The two runs identified the same best-performing model 99.4% of the time. In the case where the two runs identified different best-performing models, the marginal likelihoods for the two models were extremely close, with Bayes factors of 1.02 and 0.98 in the two runs respectively. Additionally we calculated the deviation of model posterior probabilities across the two runs as an absolute measure of stability. The average deviation in model posterior probabilities between the two runs was 0.0047 across all participants, models and experiments. Overall, the simple Monte Carlo approximation achieved highly stable results.

5.1.4. Results

We found that option Y (offering the payoff with the larger delay) was chosen 54.3% of the time in Experiment 1, and 39.8% of the time in Experiment 2. Restricting our analysis to only the non-dominance choices, we found that option Y was chosen 66.9% of the time in Experiment 1, and 48.6% of the time in Experiment 2. The frequency of choosing the dominated options was comparable across the two experiments: Participants in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 chose the dominated option (option Y offering both the smaller and the more delayed reward) 3.8% of the time and 4.7% of the time respectively.

5.1.4.1. Test of decreasing impatience. We tested for decreasing impatience in the two experiments with the non-dominance trials. In Experiment 1, participants chose option Y (offering the payoff with the larger delay) 65.9% when \( t = 0 \) months, 66.0% when the front-end delay \( t = 3 \) months, 67.7% when \( t = 6 \) months, and 67.8% when \( t = 9 \) months. Correspondingly, they chose option Y 57.5% of the time when \( k = 3 \) months, 70.0% when \( k = 6 \) months and 73.0% when \( k = 9 \) months, a pattern consistent with subadditive discounting. Note that \( t \) means the earlier delay in a choice problem. Alternatively it is called the front-end delay of a choice problem and correspondingly \( k \) (the difference between the earlier delay and later delay) is called the interval. We formally tested for decreasing impatience with Bayesian hierarchical models using the MCMC algorithm implemented in the “rstanarm” package in R (Goodrich, Gabry, Ali, & Brilleman, 2018; R Core Team, 2018). The convergence of the MCMC simulations was checked with \( R < 1.1 \) (Brooks & Gelman, 1998). When assuming that participants held the same tendency to display decreasing impatience, we found substantial evidence for decreasing impatience in the choice data, with the probability of Y being chosen increasing in \( t \) (fixed-effect coefficient: \( \beta_{\text{mean}} = 0.01, \beta_{\text{median}} = 0.01, \beta_{95\% \text{ HDI}} = [0.00, 0.05] \); \( \beta_{95\% \text{ HDI}} \) stands for the 95% high density interval of the estimated posterior distribution). We then ran another Bayesian hierarchical model allowing for differential decreasing-impatience degrees across participants. In this test, five participants displayed decreasing impatience with the 95% high density intervals (95% HDIs) of their respective effects above 0, while no one displayed the reverse, increasing impatience, although the fixed effect of \( t \) on the probability of Y being chosen was diluted (fixed-effect coefficient: \( \beta_{\text{mean}} = 0.01, \beta_{\text{median}} = 0.01, \beta_{95\% \text{ HDI}} = [−0.03, 0.05] \)). These results provide some evidence of decreasing impatience overall, but also suggest substantial heterogeneity in this choice pattern across participants.

We obtained more ambiguous results regarding decreasing impatience in Experiment 2. In this experiment we observed a choice frequency for option Y of 47.6% when \( t = 0 \) months, 49.0% when \( t = 3 \) months, and 48.9% when \( t = 6 \) months, and 49.1% when \( t = 9 \) months. Although this choice frequency was increasing in \( t \), we did not find substantial evidence for decreasing impatience in the choice data when assuming that participants held the same tendency to display decreasing impatience (fixed-effect coefficient: \( \beta_{\text{mean}} = 0.02, \beta_{\text{median}} = 0.02, \beta_{95\% \text{ HDI}} = [−0.01, 0.04] \)). The Bayesian hierarchical model allowing for differential decreasing-impatience degrees across participants suggested that only two participants displayed decreasing impatience with the 95% HDIs above 0, while no one displayed substantial increasing impatience. Neither did we find evidence for the fixed-effect of the front-end delay \( t \) on the probability of Y being chosen (fixed-effect coefficient: \( \beta_{\text{mean}} = 0.02, \beta_{\text{median}} = 0.02, \beta_{95\% \text{ HDI}} = [−0.01, 0.05] \)). Conversely we observed substantial evidence consistent with subadditive discounting, with 37.8% of option Y chosen when \( k = 3 \) months, 50.2% when \( k = 6 \) months and 58.0% when \( k = 9 \) months.

Overall, the findings of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that decreasing impatience is not as robust as is widely held. However, this is consistent with some recent experiments with similar inconclusive effects for decreasing impatience when subadditive discounting is controlled (e.g. Attema, Bleichrodt, Rohde, & Wakker, 2010; Cavagnaro, Aranovich, McClure, Pitt, & Myung, 2016; Kable & Glimcher, 2010; Kinari et al., 2009; Read, 2001; Sayman & Öncüler, 2009; Sopher & Sheth, 2006).

5.1.4.2. Estimation of variable exponential model. One of our key interests is the estimation of preference variability in the variable exponential model. In Fig. 3a and b we show the scatter plots of the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of \( \delta \) and \( \eta \) for the variable exponential model, across the participants in the two experiments respectively. We observed \( \eta > 0 \) implying that participants did show preference variability when it was allowed as in the variable exponential model.

As can be seen in the scatter plots, the estimated value of \( \eta \) was negatively correlated with that of \( \delta \) in both experiments. That is because we placed a constraint over the parameters, \( 0 \leq \delta - \eta \leq \delta + \eta \leq 1 \), in model fitting. As the estimated \( \delta \) were all above 0.5, the value of \( \eta \) was more constrained (and thus lower) with \( \delta \) closer to 1.

5.1.4.3. Model comparisons. We made Bayesian model comparisons between the variable exponential model and other intertemporal choice models. To evaluate and compare the overall model performance across participants, we summed up the marginal log-likelihood (i.e., the log of the marginal likelihood) across participants for each model as the model’s aggregate marginal log-likelihoods across participants, for both experiments, was the variable exponential model. Conversely, the worst performing model for both measures for both experiments was the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model. We also examined the proportion of participants best explained by each of the models when all models were compared simultaneously. Here we found that the best performing model
was the LP hyperbolic model, which had the highest marginal likelihoods for 28% of the participants in the two experiments (38% in Experiments 1 and 19% in Experiment 2). This was closely followed by the variable exponential model, which provided the highest marginal likelihoods for 22% of the participants in the two experiments (20% in Experiment 1 and 24% in Experiment 2).

To further unpack the direction and the magnitude of the evidence from the model comparisons, we made pairwise contrasts between the variable exponential model and other models at the individual level. Fig. 4a and b shows the pairwise contrasts for Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. The dashed horizontal lines in these figures indicate Bayes factors above 3 or below 1/3, which are considered positive evidence for the better-performing model (values between 1/3 and 3 are considered anecdotal evidence for either model or evidence that is insufficient to tell the difference of model performance) (Kass & Raftery, 1995; Raftery, 1996).

Let us first look at the pairwise contrast between the variable exponential model and the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model at the top left corner of Fig. 4a. Almost all participants offer non-anecdotal evidence for the better-performing model, with 18 participants (46%) favoring the variable exponential model (i.e. BF > 3) and 20 participants (52%) favoring the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model (i.e. BF < 1/3). Although there were slightly more participants favoring the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model over the variable exponential model than the reverse, however, the magnitude of evidence favoring the variable exponential model was on average much stronger than the magnitude of evidence favoring the Mazur-1 hyperbolic model. We observed similar patterns in the pairwise contrast between the variable exponential model and Mazur-2 hyperbolic, LP hyperbolic and the standard exponential model respectively. In the pairwise comparisons between the variable exponential model and the quasi-hyperbolic model, however, there were more participants better explained by the variable exponential model than by the quasi-hyperbolic model (15 vs. 11 participants or 38% vs. 28%) and the average magnitude of evidence that favored the former was larger than the latter. These results suggest that the variable exponential model outperformed the exponential and hyperbolic models with only stochastic choice mostly because the average magnitude of evidence that favored the former was larger than that of the latter.

The pairwise comparisons between the variable exponential and the variable quasi-hyperbolic models show a different pattern. Although the variable exponential model is nested in the variable quasi-hyperbolic model, a majority of participants (22 out of 39; 56%) in Experiment 1 favored the variable exponential model over the variable quasi-hyperbolic model (BF > 3) while only 8 participants (21%) displayed the reverse (BF < 1/3). This suggests that the additional present-biased specifications in the variable quasi-hyperbolic model might be unnecessary for the majority of our participants given the fact that variable exponential model with both stochastic choice and preference variability can account for the phenomenon of decreasing impatience.
Experiment 2 in Fig. 4b show almost the same trends as in Experiment 1.

One potential issue with the model comparisons discussed above is that the advantage of the variable exponential model (or sometimes the variable quasi-hyperbolic model) could be solely due to the fairly large amount of dominance trials involved in the model fitting. This is unlike previous model fitting exercises. To eliminate this possibility, we repeated our fits with only non-dominance trials for both experiments. The results of these fits are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 5. Again, the aggregate marginal log-

Table 2

Summary of Bayesian model fit statistics in Experiments 1 and 2 (non-dominance trials only). The two columns correspond to the sum of marginal log-likelihoods across participants, and the proportion of participants best explained by each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model name</th>
<th>Aggr. marginal log-likelihood</th>
<th>% Best marginal log-likelihood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 1</td>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazur-1 hyperbolic</td>
<td>−2877</td>
<td>−3342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazur-2 hyperbolic</td>
<td>−2728</td>
<td>−3087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LP hyperbolic</td>
<td>−2699</td>
<td>−3072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quasi-hyperbolic</td>
<td>−2769</td>
<td>−3104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exponential</td>
<td>−2724</td>
<td>−3047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable exponential</td>
<td>−2684</td>
<td>−3027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable quasi-hyperbolic</td>
<td>−2725</td>
<td>−3078</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
likelihoods suggest that the variable exponential model outperformed all other models in both experiments. The advantage of the variable exponential model was mostly driven by the magnitude of evidence favoring the variable exponential model being larger than the magnitude of evidence favoring the models with only stochastic choice. With the variable exponential model being able to accommodate decreasing impatience, additional present-biased specifications, as in the variable quasi-hyperbolic model, appear unnecessary for the majority of our participants. In summary, these results suggest that the key quantitative advantages of the variable exponential were robust whether or not dominance trials were included in the model fitting.

5.1.4.4. Predictions of dominance violation rates. Our theoretical analysis also shows that the prediction regarding dominance violations is an important property that distinguishes the variable exponential and the variable quasi-hyperbolic models from the models with stochastic choice only. Relative to models with stochastic choice alone, the variable exponential model with both stochastic choice and preference variability leads to fewer mistakes in choices involving dominated options. With the posterior estimation of model parameters from the Bayesian analysis, we were able to recover the posterior predictive choice probability of the dominated option for each model. As shown in Fig. 6a and b, we found that the variable exponential model predicted an average dominance violation rate of 6.1% and 5.5% for Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. Likewise, the variable quasi-hyperbolic model predicted an average dominance violation rate of 5.8% and 5.1% for Experiments 1 and 2 respectively. Although they are higher than the observed dominance violation rate of 3.8% and 4.7%, they are much lower than the dominance violation rates predicted by the models with stochastic choice alone (see the middle column of Table 3 and Fig. 6).

Not only did the variable exponential and variable quasi-hyperbolic models predict the overall dominance violation rates better than the models with stochastic choice alone, they also captured individual differences in dominance violation rates better than
models with stochastic choice alone. We correlated each model’s predicted average dominance violation rate with the actual average dominance violation rate at the individual level. Although all models’ predictions correlated with actual data fairly well (with all Pearson’s correlation coefficients above 0.7), the two models equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability constantly obtained the highest correlation coefficients in both experiments, with the coefficients above or close to 0.9 (see the right column of Table 3). Overall we found strong evidence that models equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability outperformed models with stochastic choice alone in terms of their predictions of dominance violations.

What about the model predictions of dominance violations when the models were fitted to non-dominance trials only? This corresponds to the generalization criterion in model evaluation, namely how well a model generalizes to new datasets or conditions after being estimated from old datasets or conditions (Busemeyer & Wang, 2000). Put differently, we tested how well the parameters estimated from non-dominance trials generalized to dominance trials for each of the models considered. The generalization results are also summarized in Table 3 (i.e. values in the parentheses). Overall, the generalization criterion favored the variable exponential and variable quasi-hyperbolic models, which are equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability, over the models equipped with stochastic choice alone. The former always provided the average dominance violation rates closer to the observed data and better captured individual differences in dominance violations (via Pearson’s correlation) than the latter. The only exception was that, in Experiment 2, the correlation coefficient for the variable exponential model was slightly lower than those for the LP hyperbolic and the quasi-hyperbolic models. However, the variable quasi-hyperbolic model, the other model equipped with both stochastic choice and preference variability, still achieved the highest correlation coefficient. In summary, we found that the advantage of specifying both stochastic choice and preference variability in predicting dominance violations holds even if we do not feed the model fitting with dominance trials.

5.1.5. Summary and discussion

The model fitting exercise in this section has revealed a number of novel insights regarding the effect of preference variability in
intertemporal choice. Firstly, preference variability did improve the explanatory power of the exponential model when permitted and explicitly characterized as in the variable exponential model. We also found that the variable exponential model outperformed the various hyperbolic models considered in this paper, in terms of quantitative fit. Our results also suggest that the variable exponential model better accounts for dominance violations than models equipped with stochastic choice alone. Moreover, the advantage of the variable exponential model is not limited to dominance violations, since it outperformed other models in the Bayesian model comparison tournaments even when dominance trials were removed from model fitting. This may be because the variable exponential model quantitatively accommodates the decreasing impatience effect better than the hyperbolic models, even though they all qualitatively predict decreasing impatience. Additional support for this claim comes from the fact that the variable exponential model outperformed the variable quasi-hyperbolic model, which indicates that both preference variability and hyperbolic discounting may be unnecessary (and may lead to over-fitting).

5.2. Experiment 3

Experiments 1 and 2 indicate that the variable exponential model provides strong explanatory power to individual intertemporal choice data. To further test the validity of this model we evaluated its unique predictions regarding violations of strong stochastic transitivity (SST) in the presence of intertemporal dominance. These are predictions that distinguish the exponential discounting model with both stochastic choice and preference variability, from discounting models with only stochastic choice. Although such dominance-based violations have been documented in the domain of risky and multiattribute choice (e.g. Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993; Diederich & Busemeyer, 1999; Loomes & Sugden, 1998), to our knowledge, there are no experimental tests of dominance-based SST violations in the intertemporal choice setting. Experiment 3 attempts such a test.

5.2.1. Methods and materials

Forty-eight undergraduate students from a university in the United States participated in Experiment 3 for course credits (41 female; aged 19.75 ± 1.23).

To test SST, we used triplets of options $X = ($100; t months), $X_o = ($95; t months), and $Y = ($120; t + 3 months), of hypothetical monetary outcomes. $X$ and $X_o$ were available at the same time, but $X_o$ offered a smaller amount than $X$, and thus was dominated by $X$. We created four such triplets by choosing $t$ from the set (0 months (immediately), 3 months, 6 months, 9 months). The details of the four triplets can be found in Appendix C. Each of the four triplets generated three different binary choice pairs from a full combination of the three options, creating a block of 12 distinct choice pairs. For example, when $t = 0$ months, we obtained a choice between $X = ($100; 0 months) and $X_o = ($95; 0 months), between $X = ($100; 0 months) and $Y = ($120; 3 months), and between $X_o = ($95; 0 months) and $Y = ($120; 3 months).

The block of 12 distinct choice pairs was repeated ten times to obtain participants' choice frequencies for each choice pair. For the analysis below, these choice frequencies were assumed to correspond to choice probabilities. Overall there were a total of 120 trials per participant. The placement of options (left or right) was counterbalanced, and the ordering of the trials within each block was randomized.

5.2.2. Results

5.2.2.1. Qualitative examination of SST violations. We examined the two types of SST violations illustrated in Proposition 3 analysis. Our experiment yielded choice probabilities for 192 triplets (48 participants \( \times 4 \) unique triplets each). The following analysis treats the 192 triplets independently. Choice probabilities for 84 triplets (43.8%) satisfied the prerequisite of Type-1 SST violation (i.e. \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_o] \geq 0.5 \)). For triplets satisfying this prerequisite, we first ruled out the cases in which \( p[Y; X_o] = \max[p[Y; X], p[X; X_o]] = 1 \). In such cases, the decision maker was too patient to violate SST with the choice pairs in the experiment. This exclusion left us with 23 triplets satisfying Type-1 prerequisite that could potentially generate SST violations. Twenty of the 23 triplets (87.0%) did in fact do so, with \( p[Y; X_o] < \max[p[Y; X], p[X; X_o]] \).

We repeated a similar analysis for triplets satisfying the prerequisite of Type-2 SST violations in Proposition 3 (i.e. \( p[X; X_o] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X_o; Y] \geq 0.5 \)). Choice probabilities for 103 triplets (53.6%) satisfied the prerequisite of Type 2. After excluding the triplets for which \( p[Y; X] = \max[p[X; X_o], p[X_o; Y]] = 1 \) (where the decision maker was too impatient for us to detect SST violations with our stimuli), we were left with 23 triplets, out of which 19 (82.6%) violated SST, with \( p[X; Y] < \max[p[X; X_o], p[X_o; Y]] \). The total number of 46 triplets suitable for SST testing came from 22 different participants, among whom 21 generated at least one Type-1 or one Type-2 SST violation. In summary, we observed numerous SST violations in the manner predicted by the variable exponential model as long as the choice problems made the detection possible.

5.2.2.2. Quantitative QTest. Although the qualitative approach used to detect SST violations in the prior section is commonly used for such tests (e.g. Becker, DeGroot, & Marschak, 1964; Mellers & Biagini, 1994; Tversky, 1969), it is silent on the magnitude of the disagreement between the data and the predictions of SST (Regenwetter et al., 2011). To provide a more rigorous test of SST, we thus pursued a quantitative test with the state-of-the-art decision-axiom testing tool, QTest (Regenwetter et al., 2014; see Regenwetter et al., 2018 for a recent application of QTest in intertemporal choice modeling). Intuitively, SST was considered as a constrained probabilistic choice model and we contrasted its performance on the data to that of a probabilistic choice model constrained only by the prerequisite of SST, but not the corresponding conclusion. For example, if \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_o] \geq 0.5 \), the SST model predicts \( p[Y; X_o] \geq \max[p[X; X_o], p[X_o; Y]] \) as the conclusion. Consequently the SST model is constrained by \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \), \( p[X; X_o] \geq 0.5 \), and \( p[Y; X_o] \geq \max[p[X; X_o], p[X_o; Y]] \). The prerequisite of SST, which we refer to as the “SSTpre” model, is only
constrained by \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_{D}] \geq 0.5 \) and allows for \( 0 \leq p[Y; X_{D}] \leq 1 \). In line with Experiments 1 and 2, we used the Bayes factors offered in QTest for the comparisons of the SST and the SSTpre models. Note that this Bayes factor was not directly available in QTest because QTest only allowed us to compare the SST model with a saturated model. However, the Bayes factor could still be estimated by formula: \( BF_{SST, SSTpre} = BF_{SST, saturated} \cdot BF_{saturated, SSTpre} \).

We restricted our Bayesian analysis to the 46 triplets that allowed us to test SST violations (i.e. 23 Type-1 triplets and 23 Type-2 triplets). The convergence of the Bayesian estimation was checked by running two independent simulations. Across the 23 Type-1 triplets, the aggregate Bayes factor between the SST and the SSTpre models suggested substantial SST violations, with \( BF_{SST, SSTpre} = 3.9 \times 10^{-4} \). Likewise, the same aggregate Bayes factor across the 23 Type-2 triplets was \( 5.2 \times 10^{-4} \). Unpacking the aggregate Bayes factors, there were seven Type-1 triplets and eleven Type-2 triplets suggesting SST violations (with \( BF_{SST, SSTpre} < 1/3 \)). Conversely, only two Type-1 triplets and two Type-2 triplets conformed to strong stochastic transitivity (with \( BF_{SST, SSTpre} > 3 \)). Other triplets offered anecdotal evidence in discriminating the two models (1/3 \( \leq BF_{SST, SSTpre} \leq 3 \)). Thus, even with the stringent QTest standard, we still observed evidence for SST violations in the fashion as predicted by the variable exponential model, when the choice problems made the detection possible.

Of the all the 141 triplets that were not suitable for the test of SST violations (i.e. sixty-one Type-1 triplets with \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and eighty Type-2 triplets with \( p[X; Y] = \max[p[X; X_{D}], p[X_{D}; Y]] = 1 \)), one hundred and thirty-nine triplets (98.6%) obtained anecdotal evidence for either model (i.e. 1/3 \( \leq BF_{SST, SSTpre} \leq 3 \)) and only two Type-2 triplets achieved Bayes factors of 3.01 and 3.05 respectively, slightly favoring the SST model. These results re-affirmed that these triplets were non-informative for the test of SST violations.

Note that we relied on the observed choice frequencies as a proxy of the underlying choice probabilities to determine whether a prerequisite was satisfied. The procedure was not flawless because the observed choice frequencies may not perfectly reflect the unobserved choice probabilities. For example, choosing \( Y \) over \( X \) six times in 10 repetitions could be generated by \( p[Y; X] = 0.6 \), but could also be generated by \( p[Y; X] = 0.3 \) albeit with a smaller chance. One way to sidestep this issue is to test the full SST constraints (i.e. by considering all the six transitive patterns simultaneously: \( Y \geq X \geq X_{D} \) \( Y \geq X \geq X_{D} \) \( Y \geq X \geq X_{D} \) \( X \geq X_{D} \geq Y \) \( X \geq X_{D} \geq Y \) \( X \geq X_{D} \geq Y \) against the saturated model. In this analysis, the aggregate Bayes factor across all data is \( BF_{full\text{-}SST, saturated} = 3.8 \times 10^{-31} \), suggesting substantial evidence for SST violations. When looking at individual Bayes factors, we however found that 89% of the Bayes factors were between 0.65 and 0.72 (i.e. slightly tilted towards SST violations). The dilution of the detected effect sizes (compared with \( BF_{SST, SSTpre} < 1/3 \) in earlier analyses) was probably due to the fact that both the full-SST model and the saturated model involved large volumes of space that were far away from the high-density regions. Nevertheless, the overall direction of the evidence for SST violations is consistent with other analyses above.

### 5.2.2.3. Summary and discussion

We tested SST violations in the presence of intertemporal dominance because they distinguish the proposed variable exponential model from mainstream discounting models with stochastic choice alone. Only the variable exponential model, with both preference variability and stochastic choice, can accommodate such violations (though other models with both preference variability and stochastic choice, such as the variable quasi-hyperbolic model, may be able to do so as well). The exponential discounting model with only stochastic choice, as well as the hyperbolic models with only stochastic choice, always predict that SST is satisfied. Unlike Dai (2017), who found that people frequently conform to transitivity in intertemporal choice in the absence of dominance, we found that SST is violated in the presence of intertemporal dominance in Experiment 3. The violations emerged both with the conventional criterion as well as with the Bayesian implementation of the state-of-the-art QTest criterion.

How accurately can the variable exponential model quantitatively predict the data? As SST is not a parametric model and we could not fit models in Experiment 3, we did not directly evaluate the variable exponential model’s quantitative predictions. However, we can still speculate about these quantitative predictions, by examining the mechanism by which the variable exponential model generates SST violations in the presence of intertemporal dominance. As shown in Proposition 3, the variable exponential model predicts SST violations by disproportionately avoiding dominated options (relative to non-dominated options). In Experiments 1 and 2, we found that the variable exponential model predicted more dominance violations than observed in our choice data. Thus, it is likely that the variable exponential model under-predicts the number of SST violations.

There are of course other ways to explain the SST violations observed in the experiment. For example, sequential sampling models, which probabilistically attend to different time periods, are capable of generating reduced choice shares for dominated options, and thus can also lead to SST violations (e.g. Busemeyer & Townsend, 1993; Diederich & Busemeyer, 1999; see also Dai & Busemeyer, 2014). Future work should attempt to quantitatively compare different explanations of dominance-based SST violations, so as to better understand the psychological mechanisms underlying probabilistic intertemporal choice.

### 6. General discussion

Many everyday decisions involve a tradeoff between smaller payoffs obtained earlier, and larger payoffs obtained later, and understanding how these tradeoffs are made is a key area of interest across numerous disciplines, including psychology, economics, and neuroscience. The standard model of intertemporal decision making proposes that people discount future payoffs exponentially, with the magnitude of discounting determined by their time preference –that is, their discount factor (Samuelson, 1937). This is not only a parsimonious model; it also satisfies a number of normative decision axioms, and is thus widely seen the standard approach to studying intertemporal choice (Frederick et al., 2002; Koopmans, 1960).

This paper has re-examined the explanatory power of the exponential discounting model by incorporating both stochastic choice
and preference variability. To model preference variability, we have proposed a modification to the exponential model that allows the discount factor to fluctuate from one decision to the next. Our interpretation is that people do not have consistent time preferences determined by a single fixed discount factor, but instead determine their discount factor when confronted with a particular decision in a manner that depends on unobserved aspects of cognition (e.g., one's emotional state, attention to the decision stimuli, or memory for past experiences). We have derived key properties of the variable exponential model and tested the predictions of the proposed model with three experiments. Our results indicate that an exponential model of intertemporal decision making that permits variability in the degree of time preference has explanatory power. By doing so, it complements a rich existing literature in psychology on the descriptive role of choice stochasticity and parameter variability in cognition and behavior.

6.1. Inferring time preferences

Although the focus of this paper has been on understanding the theoretical properties of an exponential discounting model with variability in discount factors, our results also have implications for empirical work on time preference. Notably, the results outlined in Section 4 (e.g., Proposition 1) show that modal choices can be incomplete guides to time preferences: In the presence of both stochastic choice and preference variability, it is possible to choose one option more frequently than another, but nonetheless assign a higher utility to the other option when using the underlying (expected) discount factor. Likewise, with both types of randomness, it is possible to choose one option more frequently than another, but nonetheless assign a higher utility to the other option more than half the time. Prior work has documented the effect of different stochastic specifications on quantitative inferences based on model fits to intertemporal choice data (Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Wulf & van den Bos, 2018; see Blavatsky & Pogrebna, 2010 for similar findings in risky choice modeling). Our results extend these restrictions to qualitative inferences using modal choice proportions. If a person relies on a variable and stochastic choice process, modal choices do not reveal preferences; the underlying preferences cannot be identified separately from the stochastic structure of the choice process.

It may also be problematic to use modal choice proportions to infer the contextual, demographic, and neural correlates of time preference. Altering the degree of choice stochasticity and preference variability can alter modal choice proportions, implying that observed differences in these choice proportions across experimental conditions, demographic groups, or brain regions, could be due to different degrees of randomness, rather than systematic differences in time preference.

6.2. Generality of our approach

For practical reasons, we constrained the scope of our analysis in several ways. For example, we specified stochastic choice using the logit function and assumed a uniform distribution for the discount factor $\delta$, and our claims regarding quantitative fits for the variable exponential model are contingent on stochastic choice and parameter variability meeting these assumptions. That said, we do not believe that changing these assumptions will have a large effect on our conclusions. For example, replacing the logit function with a probit function will likely yield the same relative model fit statistics. That is because the two choice functions are very similar to each other (probit only has a slightly fatter tail than logit), so much so that some computational tools even use logit as an approximation of probit (e.g., Carpenter et al., 2017). Replacing the uniform distribution over $\delta$ with a different symmetric distribution will also likely yield the same relative fit statistics. Indeed, the analytical derivations provided in Section 4 are not restricted to uniform distributions; they hold more generally. That said, there is room to extend our analysis to permit other probabilistic specifications. Doing so will shed light on how different assumptions about variability in the choice process can be combined to better describe intertemporal decision making (Blavatsky & Pogrebna, 2010; Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Dai, Pleskac, & Pachur, 2018; Loomes & Sugden, 1995; Regenwetter & Robinson, 2017; Regenwetter et al., 2018).

This paper has also mostly tested the assumption of preference variability through the lens of the exponential discounting model. Of course, one could also allow the parameters of other intertemporal choice models to fluctuate (such as the variable quasi-hyperbolic model in the model selection tournament). We did not extensively study these types of variable hyperbolic models, as our goal was merely to understand the effects of preference variability in a simple model of time preference, and the variable exponential model already performed well. As the variable exponential model can account for key patterns in choice behavior, more complex assumptions regarding intertemporal discounting may not be necessary. That said, future work could attempt to modify hyperbolic discounting models to admit preference variability. If these models are in fact accurate descriptors of the underlying choice process, it is likely that their parameters do not stay fixed over trials. Allowing for variability in these parameters can not only improve model fit, but can also potentially expand the set of choice patterns that are accommodated by hyperbolic models. Variability can also be applied to subjective valuation of payoffs and subjective perception of time in models that assume nonlinear transformations to them. More generally, the approach proposed in this paper can be applied to any set of parametrized intertemporal choice models, including those outside of the discounting framework (e.g. Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Scholten & Read, 2010; Scholten et al., 2014). Many of these models do propose parametric measures of time preference, which can be reasonably assumed to vary across trials.

Rather than modifying existing utility maximization models to permit preference variability, it may be better instead to build models that make explicit the memory and attention processes responsible for forming preferences and determining choice. These processes are often studied within the accumulation-to-threshold framework, and there has been some recent work extending models within this framework to intertemporal choice tasks (e.g., Dai & Busemeyer, 2014; Dai et al., 2018; Rodriguez, Turner, & McClure, 2014; Rodriguez, Turner, Van Zandt, & McClure, 2015; Zhao, Diederich, Trueblood, & Bhatia, in press). Some of the accumulation-to-threshold also assume variability in the start point of the evidence accumulation process (e.g. the linear ballistic accumulator, Brown & Heathcote, 2008). Unlike utility maximization models, accumulation-to-threshold models come equipped with well-specified,
psychologically grounded assumptions regarding the sources of variability, typically in the form of stochasticity in attention or memory retrieval. Not only do these models provide a more detailed theoretical account of the cognitive processes responsible for choice (as well as the role of stochasticity in the choice process), they also have a number of desirable descriptive properties involving intertemporal dominance, reaction time, confidence, and other relevant psychological variables. The consideration of preference variability would undoubtedly complement the rich insights from those well-grounded cognitive models. It is even possible to make some psychological variables observable by the use of attitude scales or by incorporating them as latent variables in the models (see e.g. Boehm, Steingroever, & Wagenmakers, 2018). We hope that future work will more closely incorporate the insights of these cognitive models into the study of intertemporal choice behavior.

Finally, we focused our analysis on the discounting of monetary payoffs in this paper. However, the idea of variability in time preference also applies to other domains, such as food, leisure activities and health-related states. Due to the fact that empirical evidence regarding behavioral regularities in these domains is somewhat inconclusive (see Read et al., 2018 for a recent review), we do not want to extend our claims about the power of the variable exponential model beyond monetary payoffs. Further research is needed to test the descriptive accuracy of preference variability in intertemporal choice models of non-monetary choice.

6.3. Inter-individual heterogeneity

In this paper, we present a model that combines two sources of randomness in the individual decision process: stochastic choice and preference variability. Our primary analysis examines how well this model describes individual-level intertemporal choice (as in e.g. Bhata & Loomes, 2017; Regenwetter & Robinson, 2017; Regenwetter et al., 2018). Another body of literature has applied similar ideas to the analysis of group-level behavior, in which the choices of a number of different decision makers are aggregated into a group choice (see Adams, Cherchye, De Rock, & Verriest, 2014; Apesteguia & Ballester, 2016; Gollier & Zeckhauser, 2005; Golman, 2011, 2012; Jackson & Yariv, 2014, 2015, 2018; Weitzman, 2001). Here, different members of the group are assumed to have different tastes (a form of between-individual preference heterogeneity, analogous to our assumption of preference variability on the individual level), and may also be subject to error in making choices (matching our assumption of individual-level stochastic choice). There are well-established probabilistic models that permit both between-individual preference heterogeneity and their choice stochasticity simultaneously (e.g. McFadden & Train, 2000), and our proposed variable exponential model can be seen as a modification of this type of probabilistic model, used to describe individual-level decision making.

Research on group-level behavior has identified aggregation problems in intertemporal choice, i.e., problems inherent in combining individual preferences into group preferences. This work has found that an increasing discount factor at the group level can emerge from heterogeneous (exponential) discount factors on the individual level (Gollier & Zeckhauser, 2005; Jackson & Yariv, 2014, 2015; Killeen and Taylor, Unpublished manuscript; Lewandowsky, Freeman, & Mann, 2017; Weitzman, 2001). Echoing the warning of the aggregation fallacy (Regenwetter & Robinson, 2017), this work suggests that observed decreasing impatience at the group-level does not guarantee a single individual actually showing decreasing impatience. Again, there is a close link between these results and the findings presented in this paper (particularly our finding that decreasing impatience can be generated by an exponential discounting model with variable discount factors). Although much of our other analysis (such as our propositions regarding dominance and strong stochastic transitivity, as well as our experimental tests and model fits) is specific to the individual level; this nonetheless suggests that a core set of theoretical insights can be used to describe both the aggregation of heterogeneous preferences into group choices, as well as the aggregation of variable preferences into individual choices. These theoretical insights pertain primarily to the complex effects of variability, and we look forward to future research that uses these insights to build better models of cognition and behavior.

Appendix A. Proofs of propositions

Proposition 1. For any $\delta \in (0, 1)$ and $\theta > 0$ in the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)), there exists choice pair $(X, Y)$, with $X = (x, t)$ and $Y = (y; t + k)$, where $0 < x < y$, $t \geq 0$ and $k > 1$, such that

1. $p[X; Y] > 50\%$ if $f(\delta) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } \delta = \bar{\delta} \text{ (i.e. in the absence of preference variability)}, \\ 0, & \text{if } \delta \neq \bar{\delta} \end{cases}$. (i.e. in the presence of preference variability), but

2. $p[X; Y] < 50\%$ if $f(\delta)$ is non-degenerate and symmetric around $\delta$ (i.e. in the presence of preference variability).

Proof. We will first construct a choice pair $X' = (x'; t)$ and $Y = (y; t + k)$ (with $k > 1$) such that $p[X'; Y] = 50\%$ with no preference variability, but $p[X'; Y] < 50\%$ with preference variability. Then, because the probability $p$ is continuous in the payoffs, we can take $X$ to offer a slightly higher payoff than $X'$ to construct the choice pair $(X, Y)$.

Consider $X$ and $Y$ such that $x = \bar{\delta}y$. Then $\Delta x - \bar{\delta}^{t+k}y = 0$, so with no preference variation, $p[X'; Y] = 0.5$. We will now show that with preference variation, $p[X'; Y] < 0.5$.

Observe that for $\delta < \bar{\delta}$, we have $\delta' < \bar{\delta}$ and $x' = \bar{\delta}'y > 0$, whereas for $\delta > \bar{\delta}$, these inequalities are reversed. This implies that $\Delta (x' - \bar{\delta}'y) < \Delta (x' - \bar{\delta}'y)$ for any $\delta \neq \bar{\delta}$. We can plug this into the expression for $g(X', Y; \delta)$ (see Eq. (9) in the main article) to get:

$$\int g(X', Y; \delta) - \frac{1}{2} f(\delta)d\delta < \int \left( \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\bar{\delta}'(x' - \bar{\delta}'y)]} - \frac{1}{2} \right) f(\delta)d\delta.$$
Let \( h(\delta) = x - \delta y \) and observe that \( h \) is strictly concave. Let \( L(\delta) = a + b\delta \) be the line tangent to \( h(\delta) \) at \( \delta \). Because \( h \) is strictly concave, we know \( L(\delta) \geq h(\delta) \) with equality only at \( \delta = 0 \). This implies that

\[
\int \left( \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\delta(\delta - y) + \delta y]} \right) d\delta < \frac{1}{2} \int \left( \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\delta^2(\delta) + \delta y]} \right) d\delta
\]

(as long as the distribution \( f(\cdot) \) is not degenerate). We can evaluate the right-hand integral by substituting in \( \delta = \delta - \delta \), noting that \( a + b\delta = 0 \) (because \( L(\delta) = h(\delta) = 0 \)), and observing that \( \left( \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\delta^2(\delta)]} \right) \) is an odd function of \( \delta \). Thus, given our assumption that \( f(\cdot) \) is symmetric around \( \delta \), we find that:

\[
\int \left( \frac{1}{1 + \exp[-\delta^2(\delta - y)]} \right) d\delta = 0.
\]

Putting all of our inequalities together, we obtain

\[
\int \left( g(X', Y|\delta) - \frac{1}{2} f(\delta) d\delta < 0,
\]

which implies that with preference variation, \( p[X'; Y]<\frac{1}{2} \).

We can now consider a choice between \( X = (x; t) \) and \( Y \) where \( x = x + \varepsilon \) for some sufficiently small \( \varepsilon \). From the continuity of \( p \), we find \( p[X; Y] > \frac{1}{2} \) when there is no preference variation whereas \( p[X; Y] < \frac{1}{2} \) when there is preference variation.

**Proposition 2.** Consider choice options \( X = (x; t), X_0 = (x_0; t_0) \) and \( Y = (y; s) \), such that \( x \geq x_0 \) and \( t \leq t_0 \) (with at least one of these inequalities strict), but either \( x < y \) or \( t > s \) (not both), and suppose that in a choice between \( X \) and \( Y \), we have \( p[Y; X_0] = p[X; Y] = 0.5 \).

1. If the distribution \( f(\delta) \in \) the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)) is degenerate (i.e., in the absence of preference variability), then in distinct binary choices, \( p[X; X_0] = p[X; Y] \).
2. If the distribution of \( f(\delta) \) has full support on \([0, 1]\), then

\[
\lim_{\delta \to \infty} p[X_0; X] = 0,
\]

but

\[
\lim_{\delta \to \infty} \Pr[Y; X] > 0,
\]

i.e., for large enough \( \delta \), we have \( p[Y; X] > p[X; X_0] \).

**Proof.** Part 1. In the absence of preference variability, the given \( p[Y; X_0] = 0.5 \) implies that \( \delta y = \delta^0 x_0 \). Thus, \( \delta y - \delta x = \delta^0 x_0 - \delta x \), and so \( p[X_0; X] = p[Y; X] \).

Part 2. Regardless of the value of \( \delta \) in \((0, 1)\), dominance implies that \( \delta^0 x_0 - \delta x < 0 \), so \( \lim_{\delta \to \infty} p[X_0; X] = 0 \). However, there exists some \( \delta \) in \((0, 1)\) such that \( \delta y - \delta x > 0 \), so as long as \( f \) has full support, \( \lim_{\delta \to \infty} \Pr Y; X > 0 \).

**Proposition 3.** Given any non-degenerate distribution \( f(\delta) \in \) and \( \theta > 0 \) in the variable exponential model (Eq. (9)), there exist options \( X = (x; t), X_0 = (x_0; t_0) \) (where \( x_0 < x \)), and \( Y = (y; s) \) (where \( y > x \) and \( s > t \)) such that:

1. \( p[Y; X] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_0] \geq 0.5 \, \text{but} \, p[Y; X_0] < \max[p[Y; X], p[X; X_0]] \) or
2. \( p[X; X_0] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X_0; Y] \geq 0.5 \, \text{but} \, p[X; Y] < \max[p[X; X_0], p[X_0; Y]] \).

**Proof.** Part 1. We will construct choice options such that \( p[Y; X] = 0.5 \) and \( p[X; X_0] > 0.5 \), but \( p[Y; X_0] < p[X; X_0] \).

Consider choice options \( X = (x; 0) \) and \( X_0 = (x_0; 0) \) offering immediate payoffs and choice option \( Y = (y; s) \) such that \( y > x > x_0 \) with \( x - x_0 \gg 0 \) and

\[
p[Y; X] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta y - x}} d\delta = 0.5.
\]

(We can think of this equation as specifying the choice option \( Y \) that we will consider, given some choice option \( X \). That is, we select values of \( y; s \) so that it holds.)

We can immediately see that \( p[X; X_0] > 0.5 \) because \( X \) dominates \( X_0 \). We will now show that \( p[Y; X_0] < p[X; X_0] \).

Observing that \( \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}} \) is a convex function of \( z \), we apply Jensen’s inequality, letting \( z = e^{-(\delta y - x)} \), to determine that

\[
\int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta y - x}} d\delta > \frac{1}{1 + \int f(\delta) e^{-\delta y - x} d\delta}.
\]

This implies that

\[
\int f(\delta) e^{-\delta y - x} d\delta > 1
\]

(A1)
We have
\[ p[X; X_0] = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}}. \]

Using a Taylor series around \( \varepsilon = e^{-\delta(x-x_0)} \approx 0 \), we can write this as
\[ p[X; X_0] = 1 - \varepsilon + O(\varepsilon^2). \]

We also have
\[ p[Y; X_0] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)}} \, d\delta \]
\[ = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)} e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} \, d\delta. \]

Using a Taylor series around \( \varepsilon = e^{-\delta(x-x_0)} \approx 0 \), we can write this as
\[ p[Y; X_0] = 1 - \left( \int f(\delta) e^{-\delta(x-y)} \, d\delta \right) \varepsilon + O(\varepsilon^2). \]

Using the previous two equations and Eq. A(1), we find that
\[ p[Y; X_0] < p[X; X_0] \]
as long as \( x - x_0 \) is sufficiently large. This violates strong stochastic transitivity.

Part 2. We will construct choice options such that \( p[X; X_0] > 0.5 \) and \( p[X_0; Y] = 0.5 \), but \( p[X; Y] < p[X; X_0] \).

Consider choice options \( X = (x; 0) \) and \( X_0 = (x_0; 0) \) offering immediate payoffs and choice option \( Y = (y; s) \) such that \( y > x > x_0 \) with \( x - x_0 \ll 1 \) and
\[ p[X_0; Y] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)}} \, d\delta = 0.5. \] (A2)

Again we have \( p[X; X_0] > 0.5 \) because \( X \) dominates \( X_0 \). We will now show that \( p[X; Y] < p[X; X_0] \).

We have
\[ p[X; X_0] = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}}. \]

Using a Taylor series around \( x - x_0 \approx 0 \), we can write this as
\[ p[X; X_0] = \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} \delta(x - x_0) + O((x - x_0)^2). \]

But we also have
\[ p[X; Y] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)}} \, d\delta \]
\[ = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)} e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} \, d\delta. \]

Using a Taylor series around \( x - x_0 \approx 0 \), we can write this as
\[ p[X; Y] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)}} \, d\delta + \int f(\delta) \frac{e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}}{(1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)})^2} \, d\delta + O((x - x_0)^2). \]

Algebraic manipulation of the second term allows us to rewrite this as
\[ p[X; Y] = \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-y_0)}} \, d\delta + \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} - \frac{1}{(1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)})^2} \, d\delta + O((x - x_0)^2). \] (A3)

Observing that \( z^2 \) is a convex function of \( z \), we apply Jensen’s inequality, letting \( z = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} \), to determine that
\[ \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} \, d\delta > \left( \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(x-x_0)}} \, d\delta \right)^2. \]
Inserting this inequality into Eq. A(3) and retaining only the constant and linear terms in the Taylor approximation, we get
\[ p[X; Y] < \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{\delta(y-x)}}^{\delta} \ + \ \left( \int f(\delta) \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\delta(y-x)}}^{\delta} \right)^2 \delta(x - x_0). \]

We now use Eq. A(2), which gives us these integrals, to simplify this as
\[ p[X; Y] < \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{4} \delta(x - x_0). \]

We have thus found that \( p[X; Y] < p[X; X_0] \) as long as \( x - x_0 \) is sufficiently small. This violates strong stochastic transitivity.

### Appendix B. Parameter space partitioning test

We applied the Parameter Space Partitioning tool to test whether the variable exponential model generally displays decreasing impatience (see Pitt et al., 2006 for technical details). We embedded the variable exponential model in a logistic choice rule for stochastic choice, and assumed a variable discount factor \( \delta \sim \text{Uniform}[\delta - \eta, \delta + \eta] \) for preference variability.

We set up both a parameter space and a reasonable stimulus space for the partitioning search. The parameter space had three dimensions, representing the upper bound of the variable discount factor \( (\delta_+ = \delta + \eta, \delta_+ \in [0, 1]) \), the ratio of the lower bound discount factor to the upper bound \( (\lambda = \frac{\delta - \eta}{\delta + \eta}, \lambda \in [0, 1]) \), and the choice stochasticity \( (\theta \in [0, 100]) \).

The stimulus space had five dimensions, representing the sooner delay \( (t \in [0, 100]) \), the sooner payoff \( (x \in [1, 100]) \), the ratio of the sooner to the later delay \( (\mu = \frac{t}{l}, \mu \in [0, 1]) \), the ratio of the sooner payoff to the later payoff \( (\omega = \frac{x}{y}, \omega \in [0, 1]) \), and an additional front-end delay \( k \). With values on these five dimensions, we created two choice problems: (1) A choice between \( X_l = (x; t) \) and \( Y_l = (y; s) \) and (2) A choice between \( X_r = (x; t + l) \) and \( Y_r = (y; s + l) \), where \( y > x > 0, s > t \geq 0 \) and \( l > 0 \). For each sample of parameters and stimuli, we calculated \( p[X_l; Y_l] \) and \( p[X_r; Y_r] \), which can yield decreasing impatience \( p[X_l; Y_l] \geq 0.5 \) and \( p[X_l; Y_l] < 0.5 \), increasing impatience \( p[X_l; Y_l] < 0.5 \) and \( p[X_r; Y_r] \geq 0.5 \) or neither. The computational method for calculating choice probabilities was the same as for model fitting in Section 5.1.2 in the main article.

We ran Parameter Space Partitioning search for 10 independent repetitions to obtain reliable results. In each repetition, this search tool implements a sophisticated two-stage Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm to identify data patterns. To further ensure accuracy in pattern detection, we increased the number of MCMC samples to 100,000 for Stage-1 burn-in adaptation and 200,000 for Stage-2 formal adaptation within each cycle (the algorithm runs a maximum of six cycles by default). We also used the “HitMiss” method for volume estimation with an additional 100,000 MCMC samples, as recommended by Pitt et al. (2006). We found the results were highly consistent across repetitions, with approximately 0.73% displaying decreasing impatience and none increasing impatience. Table A1 shows the proportions of the partitioned space obtained from the 10 repetitions.

We ran an additional parameter space partitioning test to determine whether the prediction of decreasing was restricted to a limited region of the parameters. To this end, we divided the whole parameter space into ten subspaces by evenly dividing the upper bound of the variable discount factor \( (\delta_+) \) into ten sub-intervals, such as \( 0–0.1 \) and \( 0.4–0.5 \). We found that there are instances of decreasing impatience predictions in all of the ten subspaces, although the majority of them gathered in subspaces with \( \delta_+ > 0.8 \) (see Fig. A1).
Appendix C. Experimental designs

See Tables A2–A4.

Table A2
Experimental design in Experiment 1: Sixty choice problems between sooner (X) and later (Y) options, along with the annual interest rates implied by the indifference between the options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sooner option (X)</th>
<th>Later option (Y)</th>
<th>Implied annual interest rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amount ($)</td>
<td>Delay (months)</td>
<td>Amount ($)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
### Table A2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sooner option (X)</th>
<th>Delay (months)</th>
<th>Amount ($)</th>
<th>Later option (Y)</th>
<th>Delay (months)</th>
<th>Amount ($)</th>
<th>Implied annual interest rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table A3

Experimental design in Experiment 2: Sixty choice problems between sooner (X) and later (Y) options, along with the annual interest rates implied by the indifference between the options.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sooner option (X)</th>
<th>Delay (months)</th>
<th>Amount ($)</th>
<th>Later option (Y)</th>
<th>Delay (months)</th>
<th>Amount ($)</th>
<th>Implied annual interest rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>175%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>175%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>175%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>−25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
Appendix D. Supplementary material

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cogpsych.2019.03.003.
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